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Expectant Fathers, Abortion, and Embryos

Dara E. Purvis

Today, multiple legal theories of parenthood interact to encompass all sorts of families. Adults and children bound through adoption, step-parenting, and assisted reproductive technologies (ART) demand familial recognition through some combination of biology, functionality, technology, and intent.

In the context of children born through ART, many scholars have proposed a more robust use of intent as a rule for identifying legal parents. When used to identify parents, intent asks who planned to become the parent of a child, and is often helpful when multiple adults simultaneously agreed to bring a child into the world. For example, in the case of surrogacy, as many as five adults — two intended parents, a gestational surrogate, and both a sperm and egg donor — could all contribute to bringing a single child into the world. Not only does intent provide a practical answer to such modern parentage dilemmas, but it recognizes the often-minimized emotional investment of men who wish to be fathers.

When considering a man’s intention to be a parent to a child not yet born, and whether the law can and should recognize his intent, the comparison to abortion is unavoidable. If the expectational parental interest of a man should be acknowledged in the context of a gestational surrogate pregnant with his intended child, should the expectational parental interest of a man whose wife is pregnant with his genetic progeny similarly be respected?

Analysis of the characterization of expectational parental interests of men shows the converse: rhetoric from abortion disputes reinforcing the gendered stereotype of men as uninvested in their expectational parental interests has seeped into the legal analysis employed in disputes in the context of ART. Courts faced with disagreements as to the use of stored pre-embryos are increasingly employing a balancing test that incorporates the gender stereotype in problematic ways.

Part I begins with abortion, describing how rhetoric in some abortion debates encourages a view of men as uninterested in fatherhood. Counterintuitively, the most dramatic examples come not from a pro-choice perspective, which could be caricatured as “my body, my choice” taken to a male-excluding extreme. Rather, anti-abortion portraits of women as blithely avoiding motherhood have given rise to an argument that men
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must also be given a path to evade child support obligations. For both, the rhetoric of choice and a right not to be a parent is deployed to reinforce gender stereo-

When considering a man’s intention to be a parent to a child not yet born, and whether the law can and should recognize his intent, the comparison to abortion is unavoidable. If the expectational parental interest of a man should be acknowledged in the context of a gestational surrogate pregnant with his intended child, should the expectational parental interest of a man whose wife is pregnant with his genetic progeny similarly be respected?

types. The expectational parental interest of women is all-consuming; the scale of maternal responsibilities and roles justifies why abortion is necessary for women to achieve equal rights. The expectational parental interest of men is a financial liability.

This framing of what the right not to be a parent means has had unintended consequences in the context of pre-embryo disputes, the subject of Part II. As courts have wrestled with how to evaluate disagreements regarding use of pre-embryos stored after in vitro fertilization (IVF) procedures, indeterminacy allows for the relative importance of male and female expectational parental interests to play a greater role in the court’s analysis. Men have more power in the context of stored pre-embryos than anti-choice rhetoric discussed in Part I would expect, at least when their desire is not to develop a pre-embryo. As a general rule, modern courts have ruled that the right not to be a parent outweighs any right to procreate or expectational parental interest in the stored pre-embryos. Judges have acknowledged, however, a different balance when the stored pre-embryo may be the mother’s last chance to be a genetic mother, finding that the circumstances overcome the right not to be a parent. The characterization of gendered expectational parental interests may thus influence the law in the context of ART in troubling ways.

Part I. Abortion and Fathers
For obvious reasons, abortion is often described as a women’s issue. The characterization is understandable — only women undergo the abortion procedure or face the bodily impact of an unwanted pregnancy, and women generally shoulder the vast majority of the burdens of raising a child. Abortion has been framed as central to women’s freedom and equality by feminist leaders, as controlling reproduction is crucial in giving women control over their personal and professional lives. Descriptions of men as incapable on some level of grasping the significance of abortion and unwanted pregnancies is also an effective (and humorous) political strategy, as when Gloria Steinem famously said, “If men could get pregnant, abortion would be a sacrament.”

A closer examination of abortion jurisprudence and rhetoric reveals, however, that pro-choice advocates generally do not focus on abortion as a solely female concern, nor do they argue that men should be uninvolved in the discussion. In fact, both judges and commentators discussing abortion have explicitly acknowledged the “deep and proper concern and interest” of a potential father. Instead, the more common descriptions of abortion as excluding men entirely come from critics of abortion. Commentators paint a picture of men as powerless pawns who have no agency either to embrace or reject fatherhood, subject to the whims of pregnant women with the ability to terminate at will and deprive a man of fatherhood on the one hand, or to saddle him with a child support obligation on the other. Multiple commentators have argued that if a woman has a right not to be a parent embodied in her ability to terminate her pregnancy, a man should have a right not to be a parent by evading legal parentage and the attending child support obligation. Some anti-abortion rhetoric has shifted from mourning the expectational parental interest of joyful fathers to reinforcing a characterization of men as unwilling parents.

Section A. Abortion Jurisprudence
Courts wrestling with the right to privacy as it encompasses abortion have never entirely excluded men from the analysis — but neither have they regularly included men as central. In Roe v. Wade, the Court noted in a footnote that it need not “discuss the father’s rights, if any exist in the constitutional context, in the abortion decision,” as neither the statutes nor the lawyers on either side presented any claims of paternal rights.
The Court thus identified as possible stakeholders the pregnant woman, the developing fetus, and the state.

It is worth noting, however, the Court’s use of the word “father.” Terminology in the context of abortion is often freighted with assumptions regarding moral status: fetus, child, or baby; mother or pregnant woman. What to call the man who believes he is the genetic father of the child, and who could later become the legal father of the child, is particularly vexing. In its own cases, the Court generally uses the word father, perhaps because none of the cases involve disputed future parental status. In later cases that involve genetic fathers seeking to be recognized as legal fathers, the Court uses the phrase putative father.\(^\text{10}\) The phrase has been borrowed by scholars and sometimes used to refer to men who are believed to be the genetic father of a developing fetus. A hypothetical genetic connection to a child not yet born is more attenuated than the Court’s use of putative father, however, and linguistically equating the two may elide an important distinction. For this reason, and to clearly identify the expectational interests in play, I will use the term expectational father.

Three years after Roe, in Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri v. Danforth, the Court addressed the expectational father’s rights directly, striking down a law requiring that a married pregnant woman seeking to terminate her pregnancy secure the consent of her spouse.\(^\text{11}\) Statutes such as the law at issue in Danforth arose out of two competing strains of argument. On the one hand, one thread of opposition to abortion in the years after Roe directly challenged gender stereotypes and argued that expectational fathers must be included in the decision to terminate a pregnancy.\(^\text{12}\) On the other hand, practical applications of rules requiring male involvement in the decision increasingly focused on a husband’s power over his wife rather than his interest in fatherhood.\(^\text{13}\)

The Court’s analysis in Danforth is notable for two reasons. First, Justice Blackmun’s opinion for the Court gives explicit consideration to the expectational father of the fetus, writing that “[w]e are not unaware of the deep and proper concern and interest that a devoted and protective husband has in his wife’s pregnancy and in the growth and development of the fetus she is carrying.”\(^\text{14}\) This was not sufficient for dissenters such as Justice White, who read the law at issue as preventing a wife from “unilateral[ly]” terminating the husband’s constitutional interest in the life of his putative child.\(^\text{15}\) Providing a frame of analysis that survives today, White wrote that in order not to give the husband a veto power over his wife’s decision to terminate her pregnancy, the majority opinion weighed the interest of wife and husband in the potential life of their child and simply found that the wife’s interest was more important.\(^\text{16}\) Justice White’s criticism of the majority’s balancing test was shared by Justice Stewart, whose concurrence similarly argued that the question of the husband’s rights was “a rather more difficult problem than the Court acknowledges,” even as he ultimately agreed with the Court’s result.\(^\text{17}\) Both Justices argued that the majority did not sufficiently weigh the husband’s interests, however, not that the Court ignored the expectational father altogether.

Second, the majority opinion ultimately rested its holding not on finding that expectant mothers held a greater interest in the potential life of a fetus, but rather in the pregnant woman’s bodily autonomy. Blackmun’s decision for the majority found that the balance was in the woman’s favor because her status as the pregnant person gave her a dispositive personal stake, not because her status as potential mother was more important than the potential father.\(^\text{18}\) This reasoning implicitly rejected the expectational father’s position, but not because his role or interest as a father was less valuable than the role or interest of a mother. Autonomy, rather than family roles, demanded that the decision whether to terminate a pregnancy rest solely with the pregnant woman.

This same logic reappeared when Pennsylvania attempted to evade the Court’s holding by requiring mere spousal notification, rather than spousal
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**The Supreme Court’s treatment of abortion thus leads to two interrelated conclusions as to the interests of expectational fathers. First, despite criticism the Court has never ignored or rejected male expectational parental interests altogether. Second, abortion decisions make clear that the pregnant woman’s bodily autonomy is the dispositive concern in an abortion decision, and trumps any expectational father’s claims.**
The Supreme Court’s treatment of abortion thus leads to two interrelated conclusions as to the interests of expectational fathers. First, despite criticism discussed in the next section, the Court has never ignored or rejected male expectational parental interests altogether. Second, abortion decisions make clear that the pregnant woman’s bodily autonomy is the dispositive concern in an abortion decision, and trumps any expectational father’s claims.

Section B. Abortion Rhetoric

Commentary, however, describes abortion law very differently. It is manifest that cherry-picking examples results in an extreme picture, but the characterizations of abortion laws and lawsuits are nonetheless striking. The Supreme Court has been described as “recognizing a woman’s right to terminate her pregnancy, to be the master (or mistress) of her own procreative capabilities, [while] simultaneously trampling upon a man’s right to be the master of his own procreative capabilities.”

Another pair of writers argued that women have despotic power over reproduction, as the dominant response to abortion is minimal, the dominant response to unwed motherhood is sympathy, and men are disadvantaged in addressing unplanned pregnancies as they have a single viable contraceptive choice.

Such criticism points toward two paths of reform to ameliorate the gendered inequality of abortion law. One approach to equalizing the scale is to make it harder for women to terminate their pregnancies, giving an expectational father the ability to veto an abortion. Despite the clear precedent of Danforth and Casey, attempts are sporadically made to enact some form of male control over the abortion right. For example, in 2002, a man in Pennsylvania secured a court order prohibiting his ex-girlfriend — who had filed for a protection-from-abuse order against him — from terminating her pregnancy. The order was immediately overturned. In 2005, an NYU professor published an op-ed in the New York Times arguing that “[i]f a father is willing to legally commit to raising a child with no help from the mother he should be able to obtain an injunction against the abortion of the fetus he helped create,” but immediately faced vehement public criticism. In the 2009-10 legislative session, about a dozen Ohio state legislators sponsored a bill that required a doctor to secure written informed consent from the father of a fetus before terminating a woman’s pregnancy, making the first violation a misdemeanor and subsequent violations felonies. The bill, however, never progressed out of committee. While the Danforth strategy is revived every few years, it has been swiftly defeated each time.

The second response to a perceived sexism in the right to abortion turns away from abortion itself. Numerous advocates have instead proposed a different equalizing measure: because women have the legal option to terminate the pregnancy, men must be given a mirroring option to terminate their parental status. One author, comparing a woman terminating her pregnancy to Lorena Bobbitt cutting off her husband’s penis, proposes that a pregnant woman be required to notify the expectational father of her pregnancy, at which point the expectational father may pay “appropriate fees” in order to obtain a “male abortion.”

Another creative proposal argues that because abortion laws treat a fetus as akin to property rather than as a rights holding person, a man whose “property” has been terminated through abortion should be allowed to bring a conversion tort claim against the woman.

Commentators also combine other elements of the laws regulating children and sexuality to bolster a portrayal of the American legal regime as systematically biased against men. The chief reference comparison is child support, arguing that although women may avoid parenthood by terminating pregnancy, men are unable to evade child support obligations even under extreme circumstances. To some extent, the criticism is correct — men are liable for child support in virtually all circumstances. Some of the most problematic cases arise from circumstances in which the man’s consent to sexual activity is questionable at best. Consent can be difficult to prove, but extreme examples exist: for example, a case from Alabama almost two decades ago involved a woman who allegedly had sex with a man intoxicated to the point of passing out at a party, then later joked to friends about having been
saved a trip to the sperm bank. In other instances, consent can be determined as a matter of law. Boys younger than 18 years old are legally unable to consent to intercourse, yet are routinely held liable for child support obligations, even where the biological mother is convicted and sent to jail for the sexual assault. Using such examples, multiple commentators argue that some weakening of the child support obligation is necessary to even out the right of a pregnant woman to terminate the pregnancy, usually through some mechanism by which a man voluntarily terminates his paternity.

The argument is not merely a theoretical claim: litigants have argued the point in court as well, using the abortion frame to plead for relief from child support. In 2007, the National Center for Men (NCM) filed suit on behalf of Matt Dubay, who claimed that his girlfriend had assured him that she was infertile and that she was using birth control, thus tricking him into impregnating her. This notion of “contraceptive fraud,” in which a man has sexual intercourse with a woman in reliance on her statement that she is taking birth control pills or otherwise taking steps to avoid pregnancy, has been unsuccessfully argued in a number of courts. The claims have been uniformly rejected on the grounds that the child’s need for support is independent and unrelated to any alleged promises between the parents.

The Dubay case, however, led with the comparison to the right to abortion. Labeling the case “Roe v. Wade for men,” Dubay’s attorneys argued that state law denied him equal protection of the law, as women could disavow parental status by terminating a pregnancy while men could not. Although Dubay was unsuccessful, he pursued his case to the Seventh Circuit, and the National Center for Men retains a link on its website sidebar to the apparently trademarked phrase “Roe v. Wade for men.” The group appears to be eager for additional plaintiffs to bring similar claims, as Elle magazine published a story in 2013 about another man who was in contact with the NCM and preparing to sue before attempting to reconcile with the mother. Such arguments take the legal consequence of abortion — that the mother is “free” from obligations — and attempt to apply it to the narrow, financial view of male expectational parental interests. The significance of fatherhood is having to pay for the child’s support; therefore, Roe v. Wade for men would free men’s checkbooks. A proposed “right of refusal” of fathers is a refusal to fund.

The gendered criticism of abortion has thus made strange bedfellows. Some of the initial proposals for “male abortions” terminating child support obligations seem to be modest proposals in the theme of Jonathan Swift rather than genuine policy proposals. At least one article made the point explicit, noting “[l]est there be any confusion, this author is opposed, both legally and morally,” to the line of cases establishing a constitutional right to privacy encompassing abortion, presenting her argument “as a reductio ad absurdum.”

This anti-abortion rhetorical argument, however, was taken at face value by groups such as the NCM, founded by a pro-choice man. One unintended consequence of juxtaposing child support and abortion has thus been to take the focus away from the goal of ending the abortion right. Anti-abortion activists have implicitly acknowledged this by condemning the NCM’s “Roe v. Wade for men” lawsuit, while still hoping that it would “expose the egregious error of the United States Supreme Court in making abortion a constitutional right.”

Another unintended consequence is more conceptual. Juxtaposing child support and abortion, however, focuses on a context in which challenges invariably arise because a man does not want to pay. Arguments over child support do not speak to the reasons abortion is important to women — that becoming a mother against her will “deprives a woman of the right to make her own decision about reproduction and family planning — critical life choices [that have] a dramatic impact on a woman’s educational prospects, employment opportunities, and self-determination.”

By turning from narratives of men saddened by abortion, who had hoped to become fathers, and focusing on unwilling fathers whose parental investment was limited to sending checks, abortion critics reinforced the perception of men as uninvested in children, a perception they initially criticized. As the next section discusses, this rejection of the male expectational parental interest has unintended consequences in the context of ART.

**Part II. ART, Pre-embryos, and Expectational Parental Interests**

As the Supreme Court has reasoned, the bodily autonomy of a pregnant woman outweighs any expectational parental interests in the context of the abortion decision. Disagreements regarding what to do with stored pre-embryos, however, remove bodily autonomy from consideration, as by definition the pre-embryos are not yet implanted in a woman. Pre-embryo disputes thus pit the potential parents’ expectational interests against each other on a level playing field, offering what Carol Sanger has described as “about as close as we may presently come to approximating an abortion decision for men.”

334
Although courts disagree as to how to resolve disagreements over pre-embryos, it is apparent that the stereotypes underscored in the abortion debates are doing some work. Men are expected to typically be reluctant parents, and it is accurate that the majority of reported pre-embryo arguments feature the male as the person wishing not to implant the pre-embryos. In addition to this, however, courts and commentators have repeatedly expressed special sympathy for the expectational interests of women who wish to become parents. When faced with dilemmas turning on expectational parental interests, courts have a tendency to revert to stereotypes about gendered parental roles: men are concerned with the cost of a child, whereas women yearn for the emotional connection with a baby. Cases such as pre-embryo disputes raise hard questions without clear answers — and in that void, stereotypes regarding stronger female expectational parental interests have begun to play an increasingly determinative, and increasingly problematic, role.

Section A. Disputes over Pre-embryos
When assisted reproductive technologies such as IVF are used to generate a pregnancy, male and female gametes are combined in a fertility clinic laboratory, developed into an eight-cell pre-embryo, and cryogenically frozen. Some pre-embryos are transferred into a woman’s uterus in the hopes that at least one develops into a viable pregnancy, but because not all pre-embryos successfully implant and not every implantation attempt results in a full-term pregnancy, the clinic will produce a number of pre-embryos and store them. Furthermore, many people using IVF will ultimately hope to have more than one child, so clinics often store pre-embryos for years to reserve the possibility that the parent or parents may use additional pre-embryos for a younger sibling.

In the intervening years, however, the genetic mother and father of the pre-embryo may no longer agree whether they wish to have more children, or whether they wish the pre-embryos to be destroyed or donated to another couple. These disputes are particularly common where the parents have divorced.

Fertility clinics generally require that clients complete a form agreement specifying what will be done with the pre-embryos, sometimes specifying what will be done in the event that the intended parents divorce. A number of courts will enforce the parties’ future intent as specified in the agreement, an approach that has come to be labeled the contractual model. Using the contractual model, courts presume that agreements signed in advance of the creation of pre-embryos are binding, and will enforce them so long as the agreement covers the circumstances of the case. In one of the earliest examples of the contractual model, the New York Court of Appeals explained that enforcing agreements using traditional principles of contract law is predictable, reasonably certain, and encourages couples to take seriously the obligations of using IVF rather than engaging in expensive and time-consuming litigation after disputes arise. In virtually all cases, a contractual approach resulted in destruction of the pre-embryos. In an Oregon case from 2008, the court explicitly rejected the male progenitors argument that “his desire to preserve what he believes to be life should be considered more important than wife’s desire to avoid having a child born from one of her eggs.”

The least common mode of analysis is known as contemporaneous mutual consent, requiring that both intended parents agree as to disposition of the pre-embryos in order for any action to be taken, even if the reason for disagreement is that one person changed his or her mind from their previous intent as expressed in a written agreement. For obvious reasons, this approach will tend to result in the pre-embryos being stored indefinitely, and likely destroyed as soon as the person wishing to use the pre-embryos is no longer willing to pay storage fees to the fertility clinic. Although some commentators support use of the contemporaneous mutual consent approach, it has been strongly criticized for giving one ex-spouse a powerful bargaining point at a time when conflict between the ex-spouses is volatile. Perhaps because of this weakness, only Iowa has formally adopted the approach.

The final method, known as the balancing approach, is the most likely to give voice to gendered parental stereotypes, and thus the most problematic. The approach was first articulated in the Tennessee State Supreme Court in 1992, after a contentious battle through lower courts. The facts are typical for pre-embryo disputes: Junior and Mary Sue Davis underwent IVF while their marriage was intact. After their marriage ended, Mary Sue wanted to attempt to bring the pre-embryos to term, whereas Junior did not. At the first stage of litigation, the Tennessee Circuit Court found that the pre-embryos were persons, and awarded “custody” of the pre-embryos to Mary Sue. The Tennessee Court of Appeals reversed, rejecting the lower court’s personhood conclusion and finding that allowing implantation of pre-embryos against one intended parent’s will would violate that person’s constitutional right “not to beget a child where no pregnancy has taken place.”

The state supreme court noted that the Davises had not signed a written agreement expressing their wishes in the event of divorce, and therefore contractual
In order to resolve the dispute, the court turned to balancing the interests of each party. On the one hand, Junior argued that due to his own history as a child of divorce, he did not want to bring children into an already-broken marriage. By contrast, Mary Sue did not want the pain and effort of creating the pre-embryos to go to waste — notably, as of the first appeal, Mary Sue no longer wished to develop and raise the pre-embryos herself, but wished to donate them to other couples. This court noted that “[t]he case would be closer if Mary Sue Davis were seeking to use the pre-embryos herself, but only if she could not achieve parenthood by any other reasonable means.” The court then established a general rule of balancing. In the absence of a written agreement establishing the intent of the parties, Ordinarily, the party wishing to avoid procreation should prevail, assuming that the other party has a reasonable possibility of achieving parenthood by means other than use of the preembryos in question. If no other reasonable alternatives exist, then the argument in favor of using the preembryos to achieve pregnancy should be considered. However, if the party seeking control of the preembryos intends merely to donate them to another couple, the objecting party obviously has the greater interest and should prevail.

Despite the neat tripartite division, most courts — with the notable exception of Iowa — seem to be moving towards Szafranski’s standard: enforce agreements providing for the disposition of pre-embryos where possible, and in the absence of an agreement addressing the circumstances at hand, balance the interests of the parties. Even jurisdictions that adopted the contractual approach have occasionally provided caveats, such as noting that agreements might be unenforceable if the circumstances underlying the agreement had significantly changed.

Other courts using the balancing test have adopted a similar structure: typically the right not to be a parent outweighs the right to be a parent, unless the party seeking to become a parent through development of the pre-embryos cannot do so by any other means. In a New Jersey case in which the ex-husband sought to donate the pre-embryos to other couples against the wishes of his ex-wife who wanted the pre-embryos destroyed, the dispute was described as “more apparent than real” by the court, as there was no reason the husband could not father children of his own. The state supreme court concluded that typically, the result would be in favor of the party seeking not to become a biological parent.

Recent applications of a balancing approach, however, highlight how gendered stereotypes regarding expectational parental interests may come to have a larger role in evaluations of pre-embryo disputes. In a 2012 Pennsylvania case, the pre-embryos were created after the ex-wife was diagnosed with breast cancer. Knowing that her cancer treatment would likely leave her infertile, she went through IVF before undergoing surgeries, chemotherapy, and radiation treatment. The Pennsylvania Superior Court noted as “a compelling circumstance” that the trial court found that the ex-wife was unable to bear biological children after her cancer treatments. The court ultimately determined that “these pre-embryos are likely Wife’s only opportunity to achieve biological parenthood and her best chance to achieve parenthood at all,” and thus she should be allowed to proceed with implantation over the objections of her ex-husband.

Reber was cited in Szafranski v. Dunston, a 2013 Illinois case with similar facts, in which the intended mother sought IVF after she was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and told that treatment would likely render her infertile. Interestingly, her ex-partner explicitly framed his argument through the lens of abortion, arguing that because the intended father and mother are in equal positions when it comes to cryopreserved pre-embryos, his constitutional right not to be a parent should trump the intended mother’s desire to use the pre-embryos. By contrast, the intended mother argued that Reber’s balancing test weighing her fertility options should be used. The court adopted the contractual approach, but found that in the absence of an agreement expressing the intent of the intended parents, Reber’s balancing approach should be used, and remanded the case for further fact finding as to whether the intended father had con-
sent to an agreement giving the intended mother sole decision making power over the pre-embryos.70

Section B. Expectational Parental Interests and the Balancing Test

Despite the neat tripartite division, most courts — with the notable exception of Iowa — seem to be moving towards Szafranski’s standard: enforce agreements providing for the disposition of pre-embryos where possible, and in the absence of an agreement addressing the circumstances at hand, balance the interests of the parties. Even jurisdictions that adopted the contractual approach have occasionally provided caveats, such as noting that agreements might be unenforceable if the circumstances underlying the agreement had significantly changed.71

In practice, as multiple courts have acknowledged, this will mean that most of the time the party seeking to become a parent will prevail.72 Glenn Cohen has suggested this approach, with the caveat that perhaps the default should allow for exceptions where one of the potential parents will otherwise be unable to have biological children.73

Thus far, examples of parents for whom frozen pre-embryos are a last chance have been clear-cut, as in the woman who underwent IVF before beginning cancer treatment. Diagnosed infertility provides an unambiguous justification of why one person’s expectational parental interests might be heightened. But what if the expectational parents suffered from unexplained infertility, such that a doctor recommended that they try IVF without having a clear explanation as to what was causing fertility problems or in which person the issue arose? Any time that IVF is utilized and pre-embryos are stored, one or both expectational parents will have some characteristic that led them to seek out ART, such as infertility, a same-sex partnership, or a desire to screen out potential genetic issues. Any expectational parent litigating over stored pre-embryos thus has some foundation to argue that his or her expectational interests are magnified.

Given perceptions of women as more desperate to become parents74 and more vulnerable to a ticking biological clock, it is clear that women may find it easier to articulate strong expectational parental interests. Requiring certain and explainable infertility before finding that the right to be a parent is clear, but impractical. Yet once the door is opened, and a court recognizes heightened expectational parental interests of a person whose inability to bear a child without utilizing stored pre-embryos is a possibility of less than one hundred percent, the argument could become a slippery slope. Overheated social narratives of women’s dwindling fertility as they age, for example, could have immense effect upon a judge weighing whether a pre-embryo is in fact an older single woman’s last chance to become a mother, particularly when the woman has spent additional years of her life litigating the case.75

Courts have already expressed sympathy for the emotional and physical difficulties of undergoing IVF. The Davis v. Davis trial court found it was “undisputed in the record...[that] Mrs. Davis went through many painful, physically tiring, emotionally and mentally taxing procedures.”76 The appellate court memorably termed this the “sweat equity model.”77 The Reber v. Reiss court further stressed the importance of the sweat equity of pregnancy:

Adoption is a laudable, wonderful, and fulfilling experience for those wishing to experience parenthood, but there is no question that it occupies a different place for a woman than the opportunity to be pregnant and/or have a biological child. As a matter of science, traditional adoption does not provide a woman with the opportunity to be pregnant.78

The developing trend of a balancing approach, in other words, has thus far reinforced a general sense that the right not to be a parent — the male negative expectational parental interest — outweighs a claim to be a parent. In this sense, this means that men have more power than the rhetoric discussed in Part I might suggest.

This only holds true, however, so long as the party wishing to become a parent has reasonable opportunities to become a genetic parent. In the case of a woman, this may mean not only a reasonable opportunity to become a genetic parent, but also to be pregnant herself. Given popular perceptions regarding male and female reproductive capacities through old age, courts could be swayed by arguments that frozen pre-embryos represent a woman’s last chance.

Expectational parental interests, in other words, could become further tied to female desires, female reproductive capacity, and the (female) ability to become pregnant. Not only does this underscore a perception that men have no stake in parenthood — either because they generally do not want to become fathers or because they simply have the opportunity to become fathers until late in life — but it further casts expectational parental interests as more important to women.

Thus far, this may be an accident of circumstance, in that the only intended parents bringing lawsuits seeking to use stored pre-embryos after they were rendered infertile have been female. It seems likely
that in such an extreme circumstance, a male plaintiff would be similarly successful in bringing a Reber claim that the pre-embryos were his only chance to be a genetic father. Expectational parental interests, in other words, are not held solely by women.

Women do, however, have more arguments for the significance of their expectational parental interest. The female expectational parental interest encompasses the significance of pregnancy in addition to becoming a genetic parent. Women’s reproductive capacity means that by definition, their future chances at becoming a genetic parent shrink as time ticks on, in contrast to a man’s. Both men and women’s expectational parental interests likely win the balancing test if it is demonstrably and objectively their last chance at genetic parenthood — but only women can argue that there is also a gray area when it may be their last chance at genetic parenthood or pregnancy. In the narrow context of disputes over stored pre-embryos, this gray area is not necessarily problematic. As the conclusion discusses, however, the unintended consequences of conceptualizing expectational parental interests as more important to women may stretch beyond such rare cases.

Conclusion: Beyond Embryos
The confluence of abortion and frozen pre-embryo rhetoric operating to minimize male expectational parental interests may appear to have relatively narrow legal impact at first impression. Casting expectational parental interests as exclusively female, however, has several broader consequences.

One is the corollary to an expectational parental interest — expectational parental obligations. As discussed in Part I, the expectational parental interest of men has been described by some activists as solely financial. By contrast, courts acknowledging the sweat equity of IVF discuss the physically, emotionally, and mentally taxing experiences that women take on in their pursuit of the further burdens of pregnancy. This reinforces existing stereotypes that women are more natural parents than men. A robust reading of the stereotype moves from what women are more naturally inclined to do to what women should do. Women are accordingly further burdened by the expectation that they can, should, and must do whatever possible to bring an optimal pregnancy to term.

There have been dramatic examples from the last few decades of women facing extreme legal burdens as the result of pregnancy: forced caesarian sections in order to save the developing fetus or even criminal liability. In January 2014, a Texas hospital enforced a statute forbidding withdrawing life-sustaining treatment from a pregnant patient to prohibit them from taking a brain-dead pregnant woman off of a ventilator, even where her husband and parents agreed that her wishes had been not to be kept on life support in that state. Stereotyped expectational parental interests reach not only the strength of the desire of men and women to become a parent, but the conduct that is appropriate when trying to become a parent. Assuming that a woman deeply wants to become a mother extends to assuming that a woman will conform to societal expectations of what she should do or who she should be as a potential mother.

The gendered characterization of expectational parental interests also bears upon every nontraditional family. Minimizing the interests of the nonpregnant parent cuts off a whole host of parents — men, same-sex partners, adoptive parents, and so on. Opponents of marriage equality in California argued that same-sex parents cannot "unite the biological, social and legal components of parenthood into one lasting bond."

The confluence of abortion and pre-embryo dispute rhetoric, in other words, works to minimize nonpregnant expectational parental interests, rather than simply a man’s desire to be a father. In order to avoid this result, commentators and courts should be careful to frame each question. In the context of abortion, the bodily autonomy of the pregnant woman should be at the forefront of analysis, while explicitly acknowledging that this necessarily trumps sympathetic expectational interests. In the context of pre-embryo disputes and other ART circumstances, advocates of a balancing test must be careful in characterizing the interests of potential parents. Whenever possible, the exigencies of an individual circumstance should not be extrapolated to limit the rights of entire genders. Inability to become a genetic parent should be distinguished from lowered probabilities of becoming a genetic parent, and the experience of pregnancy must be separated from parenthood more generally.
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